MuleSoft Services
Today’s digital landscape has enabled organizations to innovate and drive
business initiatives like never before. Organizations rely on applications in
their data centers, in the Cloud, and on a multitude of devices. Perhaps
the most critical piece of the puzzle is the connectivity that allows those
applications, people, processes, and devices to interact with each other efficiently and securely. Sierra-Cedar’s
dedicated Integration & Cloud Solutions (ICS) team works closely with MuleSoft, a leader in enterprise integration
and API software, to help organizations leverage the power of connectivity to address needs from basic application
integration to making valuable data available as a service to customers and partners via secure APIs. Below are
some of the integration services offered by Sierra-Cedar:
● Enterprise Integration and API strategies
● Client training and mentoring
●	Cloud, On-Premise, and Hybrid integration and
● Health checks
API enablement
● MuleSoft and DevOps tools hosting
● Architecture, Governance, and DevOps
● Remote management and support

Your Connectivity Services Provider for Strategy, Architecture, Development, and Management
As a proven application and technology implementer and innovator for over 20 years, Sierra-Cedar combines
leading integration consulting services with deep knowledge of enterprise applications both on premise and in the
Cloud. We work closely with MuleSoft so our services take into account MuleSoft’s future direction and established
design patterns. Sierra-Cedar’s ICS team focuses specifically on integration and APIs and has consultants
averaging almost ten years of integration experience. We stress the importance of governance and sustainability
by helping organizations understand how to create and maintain healthy processes and environments. Here are
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some additional facts about Sierra-Cedar:
● Established systems integrator
Platform
Devices
● MuleSoft Partner since 2014
● 40+ MuleSoft projects
● Experienced architects and developers
● Competitive rates
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● Experience in multiple industries:
Platform
- Software
- Higher Education
- Travel & Hospitality - Justice
- State & Local
- Utilities
- And more…
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Helping organizations get the right information to the right applicaApps
tions, people, and devices at the right time with focus on security, reliability, scalability, visibility, and manageability.

Let us help your organization get connected!
www.Sierra-Cedar.com ● 866.827.3786 ● ICS-Info@Sierra-Cedar.com
Sierra-Cedar delivers industry-focused client success by providing consulting, technology, and managed services
for the deployment, management, and optimization of next-generation applications and technology.
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